Dean Jacobs presents a new book and educational program!

**Wondrous Creatures**

Explore a World of Animals from A-Z

Available at [www.deanjacobs.org](http://www.deanjacobs.org) (Hard cover $17.95 plus shipping & tax.)

**ACCOMPAIGNING THE BOOK** is a whole new presentation for elementary students that will help create a solid foundation for habitats, and the animals that live there.

Students connect to scientific concepts about the environment with photos and first hand stories of exploring these various ecosystems.

The program also includes a fun and engaging writing exercise.

---

**Inside...**

**Animals:**
Real life photos, taken from journeys exploring the world!

**Habitats**
Real world examples and stories about the places where animals naturally or normally live.

**Fun Facts**
Discover what animals eat, how they adapt to the environment, and cool information.

**Conservation**
Learn about how animals are surviving in our world.

**Journal Entries**
Experience a personal voice while learning about animals from around the world.

**World Maps**
Maps of the world that show where animals live.

---

School presentations and workshops for authentic learning.

---

**Contact Dean Jacobs today about a visit.**

Website: [www.deanjacobs.org](http://www.deanjacobs.org)
Email: dean@deanjacobs.org

Contact Dean to learn how to bring him into your school.